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HOLIDAY DINNER! Saturday, December 1, 2018 @ 2:00 pm 2
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Bardstown Outing

Welcome

On August 18, the club met at the Bardstown Military museum complex.
Turnout was very good, including some new members. It took longer than
expected to go through the interesting museums. Afterwards, we met at the
Talbott Tavern for an extended lunch. The weather looked dicey at times but
didn’t significantly impact the outing. On a personal note, I am embarassed to
say that even after living here 20 years, I have explored very little of Kentucky,
particularly the regions west of Lexington, and the trip was an eye-opener
for me.

We are pleased to welcome new members to the Bluegrass Stars Section of
the Mercedes-Benz Club of America.
We are happy to have you join ourclub. The success of our club depends
on the participation of all members
in our scheduled activities. Your
comments on how we can improve
or add more interesting events to our
activities are very important to us.

Upcoming Events
Holiday Dinner
December 1, 2018
2:00–6:00 pm
Gasthaus Zum Deutschen Eck
451 N Wilson Rd
Radcliff, KY 40160
Cost will be $10.00 per member and
per guest.
Please send checks to our treasurer:
Larry Gettleman
1461 S 4th St.
Louisville, KY 40208-2118
(502) 634-1461
Please send your check by Nov. 28th
or call Jim West (812-725-0885) so
that we can confirm the number of
people attending.
This is always the big event of the
year so we hope to see you there!

Photo Credit: Mark Bryant
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Speed Art Museum
We’re planning an outing to the Speed
Art Museum in Louisville sometime
in January, weather permitting.

“Finishing” Car Parts

A Note about Chrome Wheels
Chroming wheels is very expensive, but can look great. But
chrome plating aluminum wheels is problematic, because
if not done properly AND kept clean and free of moisture,
the chrome can peel off and eventually cause air leaks. At
that point, the wheels are pretty ugly anyway and have to
be redone, where removal of the old chrome can cost as
much as new chrome, or even new wheels! For this reason,
I would not recommend chrome plating aluminum wheels
(in particular) for any vehicle other than a garage queen.
Note that chrome plating of wheels is (or at least was) not
allowed in Germany for this reason and also because the
chroming process can occasionally cause a peculiar weakening of aluminum wheels on a molecular level (hydrogen
embrittlement).

A Survey and My Experiences
by Steve Loboyko
These are my experiences with various finishes I’ve used in
either restoring or modifying my cars. Some of these finishes are applicable to true restoration, some are applicable
to low-budget restoration or modification.
Chroming
This is an old-time favorite. There are two types of chromeplating, industrial hard chrome, which is simply chrome
on steel, or show, decorative chrome that you would see on
older car bumpers. Chroming is both expensive and laborious. it is not very difficult to rack up a five-figure chroming/restoration bill when restoring a 50s/60s car. Chrome
requires a smooth, clean, almost pit-free surface and considerable repairing/buffing work might need to be done
before the chrome is applied. Die-cast metals that have
aged can pit and decay, and this repair, which must be done
before chroming, can be very expensive, because die-cast
zinc can’t really be welded, and this requires specialized,
exotic techniques to fill pits and decay.

Paint (Automotive Grade)
Generally, automotive paint is not a good option for the
home restorer. Besides the mess, most paints (one-stage
or basecoat-clearcoat) contain a very dangerous chemical involved in hardening modern paint. This can be toxic
(possibly fatal) with just one exposure to those sensitive to
it (or basically to anybody eventually). Now that I’m older
and realize that I am no longer immortal, I use a completely separate positive-pressure air system drawing outside air into a disposable hood when I use this type of paint.
A Tyvek™ suit and gloves are also used. When I paint with
this setup, I don’t even smell the paint—but this was a considerable investment. Even so, I only paint areas and not an
entire car with this setup.

Triple chrome (show chrome) is generally three layers of
plating. First, a thick, relatively soft layer of copper, good
for filling in remaining defects, which is then buffed. Nickel
plate, and then chrome plate are applied via electroplating.
The actual chrome layer is amazingly thin.
Chrome plating, besides the labor content, uses expensive,
toxic, dangerous chemicals that can actually be more costly
to dispose of than to buy. There aren’t that many chrome
plating companies left in the US for this reason. It also consumes quite a bit of electicity, particularly for larger parts.

Big news in the painting industry is ultraviolet-curable
paint and clearcoat, which has the potential of being easier
and much less toxic to work with. This is becoming generally available as a clearcoat. I predict that this will be the
“standard” type of paint in the near to medium future as
availability goes up and costs go down. One benefit to a
body shop is productivity, where the finish could theoretically be ready for drive-off in an hour! Time is money.

A sharp eye might notice that chrome plating just doesn’t
look the same as it once did. There are two types of plating systems, hexavalent chrome and trivalent chrome.
Hexavalent chroming is hardly done in the US anymore
because it is extremely hazardous and leaves very longlived carcinogens. Trivalent chroming is also nasty, but
less toxic, hazardous, and regulated. Hex chroming is a bit
“bluer” than tri chroming, which can have a yellow cast.
A good plater will have chemicals that will make trivalent
chrome look much like the chroming of old.

One of the technological advances that made UV-curable
paint possible is the availability of large, powerful, inexpensive LED arrays, like the LEDs now used in home lighting.
Anodizing
On cars, this is the finish that you would see on 50s-80s
“brightwork” around windows and door frames. These
parts are basically bare aluminum with “clear” anodization
industrially applied. Because aluminum oxide is basically
sapphire, this is a very hard coating, much more durable
than the aluminum itself.

Chrome is tough, but it is not invulnerable to scratches,
dents, or rust. In addition, modern tri chroming is not
quite as durable as the older hex chroming. After you PAY
for chrome plating, it is very likely that you WILL take care
of it!

Unfortunately, this coating can be undermined by corrosion and moisture (that blotchy look). No amount of hand
buffing or snake oil will magically fix this, regardless of
what you may read on the Internet. The andodization has to
be stripped, the aluminum part rebuffed, and then reanodized. There are specialists who can do this. It can be very
costly but if the part is no longer available or fantastically

Chroming involves buffing the original part, and possibly
stripping the bad chrome from the part. This will involve
some loss of detail and shape of the original part during
the process. A chromer specializing in true restoration (as
opposed to industrial work) will do their best to minimize
the loss of detail. This is especially important with items
like grilles and emblems.
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expensive (have you priced trim parts on a W107 hardtop
recently?), your options are few.

care needed so that parts don’t fly off the wheel and hit the
operator or others. Some buffers are so powerful that they
could easily cause fatal injury if you or your clothing were
to get caught in them. A well-known MB owner on a popular website (with a home shop that virtually anyone would
envy) once claimed that his buffing wheel was easily the
most dangerous tool in his shop! Due to its very nature,
there is no way to make a buffing wheel truly safe. It is also
INCREDIBLY dirty work, so much so that I generally do
this outside in the summer.

A low-budget option that CAN be done is the removal of
anodization via very fine wet-or-dry sandpaper and leaving
the (buffed) aluminum metal bare. I have done this, and
it is not easy—but the results can be as good as new and
the loss of durability might not matter on an infrequentlydriven car. If kept reasonably clean and waxed, this finish can last a very long time on a garaged car. A bonus of
anodization removal, sanding, and buffing is the removal
of nicks and scratches that can accumulate over the years.
Compare the two sets of brightwork in the photos. One is
factory anodized (in very good shape), one is raw.

Bare aluminum is nice, but it is soft, and it is easily sleeked
and scratched. It is easily corroded (bare aluminum can
oxidize in micro-seconds) if not waxed often. The largest, toughest things I have ever buffed were 1970’s/80’s
Mercedes “Bundt” wheels. They look as though they had
been chromed but I never have to worry about chrome pitting or peeling when I had them on a daily (including winters) driver. A quick buff once a year has kept them nice.
But I’d guess that I have 60+ hours of work in that set.

Yellow Cad
We have all seen brand new car parts or nut-and-bolt restorations with this finish on metal brackets, nuts, and bolts,
particularly in the engine compartment. This is usually
the crowning touch on a “100 point” car. This is Cadmium
plating, which was done with a “barrel” technique, which
has parts plated while they are in a flow-through spinning
cage. REAL cadmium plating is generally no longer available due to the toxic nature of the elements and chemicals
involved. Paints can be used to simulate yellow cad. Yellow
chromate is an environmentally-friendly plating technique
that looks a lot like cad plating and is often used by restorers, although it is less durable than true cad plating. This
type of plating is usually not very expensive because it is an
industrial process. For example, there are shops that charge
by the pound for fasteners and brackets.
Bare Aluminum
This is my favorite finish, but it is difficult to obtain and
maintain. With some time, money, and effort, raw castings
can be transformed into shiny, flowing silver objects.
The money part of aluminum buffing/polishing is in the
equipment—buffing machines, tools, buffs, and compounds. Generally, raw castings are not meant to be polished and have casting flaws and imperfections. These are
generally ground down or sanded before buffing. Buffing
involves wheels of varying degrees of roughness combined
with grease-bound compounds of ever-finer grit. The
machines and wheels are quite dangerous, with extreme
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Powdercoating

3. A sheet of the print from step (2) is “floated” in a bucket
of warm water.
4. A chemical is sprayed on the surface of the now dissolving print, reactivating the ink.
5. After the backing is dissolved, all that is left is the pattern
of ink floating on the water, activated and ready to stick
to the part.
6. The part is dipped through the ink, adhering threedimensionally to the part.
7. The part is dried and clearcoated.

This is a relatively new finishing technique that puts a
tough, fairly thick layer of plastic on metals. Basically,
electrically-charged metal is sprayed with a powder of the
opposite charge, and the powder is attracted to the part.
The part is then put in an oven at around 400°F for less
than an hour, during which the powder flows together and
the plastic undergoes an irreversible chemical change to a
tough, cross-linked finish. At first, powdercoating colors
and finishes were extremely limited, but basecoat/clearcoat
and metallics are available, just like in paints. Powdercoat
is fairly thick, self-leveling, and very forgiving of lessthan-perfect surfaces as compared to paint. However, it is
thicker so detail can be lost, it isn’t as glossy or smooth like
a good basecoat/clearcoat paint, and if damaged, it is very
difficult to repair (the plastic can’t simply be “re-melted”).
Generally, it is not possible to mix colors to match a particular paint color. The powder is not overly expensive, but
the energy cost of operating a large oven is considerable.

I have done this myself (with commercially available burlwood film) with good results, right in my backyard. It
can be used on three-dimensional parts where no other
technique could possibly be used. It is often used to apply
camoflage to gun stocks, for example.
The supplies and hobby equipment are not expensive. It
does have a learning curve. In my opinion, for serious use,
you need two-part automotive clear on top of the pattern
for durability and shine—and this has the problems and
expenses involved with painting automotive clear as mentioned earlier.

Wheels are often powdercoated on cars. The results aren’t
quite as nice as paint (in gloss), but it is an easy finish to
maintain—as long as you don’t use your wheels for curb
feelers!

My W107 “burlwood” instrument panel was done this way.

Here, I’ve powdercoated the air cleaner on my W107 .

Vacuum Deposition
This is a capital-intensive, exotic type of finish that was
once OEM-only due to the investment required but is
slowly trickling down to refinsihers. Basically, a smooth
part (usually plastic, but painted/coated metal can work) is
put in a vacuum chamber, and aluminum is vaporized and
electrically attacted to the part. Often, a thin clear coating is applied. Many “chrome” car parts are now made this
way, even many chrome wheels! It is much more environmentally friendly than chroming.

Dip-Printing (Hydroprinting)
This is a relatively new technique for putting finishes on
interior automotive parts (OEM and otherwise). Believe it
or not, the following actually works:
1. The part may be painted with a background color.

I have had the bowls of my Euro 107 headlights done this
way.

2. A large inkjet printer prints out a pattern (for example,
burlwood grain) on a water-soluable clear backing.
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Rubber Restoration? Really?
These become dull, grey, and ugly over time. Silicone and
other snake oils may restore their appearance for a short time
or a rain or two. People have even tried peanut butter (no,
really, peanut butter) to restore the shiny dark blackness.
Strange, but this has worked for me on hard rubber parts like
bumper ends. Remove the parts, place them in a bathtub of
fairly hot water, and sand them with 320/400 grit wet or dri
sandpaper (no coarser). The dead rubber will come off with
some elbow grease. Then, apply Kiwi “heel coating” (~$5.00)
meant for shoes on the parts liberally with a cloth (wear rubber gloves). One bottle will be enough to do a lot of rubber.
After recovering from the beating at the hands of your
spouse for putting car parts in the bathtub, you will probably
be pleased with the results.
If you do this, please experiment on a “junk” part or a part
that is not immediately visible.

Section Officers

The Trading Post: Cars, Parts, and Accessories

CENTRAL REGIONAL
DIRECTOR, MBCA

If you have a Mercedes-Benz or significant M-B part that you would like to buy,
sell, or trade, just submit your ad to the Editor, The Bluegrass Star. All ads must
follow the submission rules and the suggested format as found in the back of The
Star magazine. They will be listed at no charge to a section member; no commercial ads will be accepted without prior arrangement for payment. Your ad will
appear in the next issue of The Bluegrass Star.

You can contact the Officers by
snail-mail, phone or e-mail:

Rick Siefert
377 W. Manor Dr.
Chesterfield, MO 63017
VICE PRESIDENT
Jim West
202 Cherokee Dr.
Jeffersonville, IN 47130
Phone: (812) 725-0885
TREASURER
Larry Gettleman
1461 South Fourth Street
Louisville, KY 40208-2118
Phone: (502) 634-1461
gettleman@louisville.edu
ACTING
SECRETARY/EDITOR
Steve J. Loboyko
528 Lanarkshire Pl.
Lexington KY 40509
Phone: (859) 285-7397
560mbsl@gmail.com

Polished valve covers for 116/117 engines, old and new styles, with or without
caps. $80 or best offer.
Powdercoted air cleaner, silver, fully assembled w/snorkel, for 1980’s 380SEL
W126. Never installed after powdercoating. $50 or best offer.
Contact Steve Loboyko, 560mbsl@gmail.com

Discounted Parts
The following dealerships and shops have agreed to reduce by ten percent (10%)
the total price of parts purchased by a Mercedes-Benz Club member with a current MBCA membership card. Restrictions apply; call for details.
TAFEL MOTORS

4156 Shelbyville Road
Louisville, KY 40207
(502) 896-4411

AUTOBAHN
MOTORS LLC

1403 Hugh Ave
Louisville, KY 40213
(502) 473-7858, See Don

JAMES MOTOR
COMPANY

2440 Richmond Road
Lexington, KY 40502-1301
(859) 268-1150

Website
Don’t forget to check our website for late-breaking news:

www.mbca.org/bluegrass_stars
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